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Abstract 
Background: Previous research has shown success of data mining methods in 

marketing. However, their integration in a knowledge management system is still not 

investigated enough. Objectives: The purpose of this paper is to suggest an 

integration of two data mining techniques: neural networks and association rules in 

marketing modeling that could serve as an input to knowledge management and 

produce better marketing decisions. Methods/Approach: Association rules and 

artificial neural networks are combined in a data mining component to discover 

patterns and customers' profiles in frequent item purchases. The results of data 

mining are used in a web-based knowledge management component to trigger 

ideas for new marketing strategies. The model is tested by an experimental research.  

Results: The results show that the suggested model could be efficiently used to 

recognize patterns in shopping behaviour and generate new marketing strategies. 

Conclusions: The scientific contribution lies in proposing an integrative data mining 

approach that could present support to knowledge management. The research 

could be useful to marketing and retail managers in improving the process of their 

decision making, as well as to researchers in the area of marketing modelling. Future 

studies should include more samples and other data mining techniques in order to 

test the model generalization ability.   
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Introduction 
In recent years, a high level of information availability enabled by Internet 

technologies such as cloud, social networks, web 2.0, web 3.0, on one side, as well 

as a rapid development of methodological aspects such as data mining (DM), data 

warehousing, and business analytics on the other side, open the possibility to 

develop and implement specific parts of knowledge management systems in a way 

which is more approachable to decision makers.  
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DM includes implementation of various advanced statistical and machine learning 

methods to reveal hidden relationships from large amounts of data. Results and 

models generated by DM methods could serve as an efficient support for 

knowledge management (KM). In this paper, we suggest a model based on DM 

techniques, specifically association rules (ARs) and neural networks (NNs). ARs and 

NNs are used in an integrative way to discover some interesting patterns of customer 

behavior, specifically focused on items that are frequently bought together, and on 

the profiles of customers who buy those items. However, in previous research DM 

methods were mostly used individually, while the user is left without an integrative 

framework on how to combine them in order to reveal useful knowledge that could 

be a trigger of innovative strategies. This paper aims to address that gap by focusing 

on the question of how to effectively integrate neural networks and association rules 

in order to produce useful knowledge for marketing decision making.   

The purpose of the paper is to propose an approach of integrating different 

techniques of data mining and to suggest its usage in knowledge management to 

produce better marketing decisions. The purpose will be realized through objectives: 

(1) to propose a new experimental approach of integrating neural networks and 

association rules in marketing modeling, (2)  to assess predictive power of the 

combined techniques, and (3) to discuss implication of this approach in knowledge 

management in marketing.   

ARs are selected due to its ability to discover hidden relationships among large 

amount of data primarily from transactional databases (Liao et al., 2009). One of the 

problems in which ARs can be applied is the market basket problem which assumes 

that there are a large number of products that can be purchased by a customer, 

either in a single transaction or over time in a sequence of transactions. NNs are 

selected due to its suitability for both classification and prediction type of problems 

such as a customer behaviour which can be observed as a binary or a multiple 

response classification problem, as well as a regression problem of predicting a 

continuous output. ARs are used in the first stage of the model to discover the most 

frequent items, while NNs are used in the second stage to discover the profile of 

customers who are likely to buy the most interesting items or sets of items identified in 

the first stage. Such methodological approach is then incorporated into a 

knowledge management system of a company therefore enabling continuous 

usage of DM as a knowledge management support.  

 

Literature review 
The overview of previous literature in the area of DM and KM provide some clear 

indications of their strong interconnections.  

Kotler and Armstrong (2010) emphasized that marketing information should be 

used to gain customer insights and make better marketing decisions. The paper of 

Shaw et al. (2001) suggests a framework for KM in the context of marketing and 

concludes that systematic application of DM techniques can enhance the KM 

process and enable marketers to know their customers better, and improve 

customer service. Rygielski et al. (2002) examined the integration of customer 

relationship management (CRM) and DM as an important tool for achieving business 

competitive advantages trough identifying valuable customers, predict future 

behaviors, and enable firms to make proactive, knowledge-driven decisions. They 

integrated two DM techniques: Chi-square Automatic Interaction Detection (CHAID) 

and NNs. Heinrichs and Lim (2003) demonstrated a positive interaction effect 

between the DM tools and models application on strategic performance and 

inferred that with a proper use of web-based knowledge generation tools, the 
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business can achieve a significant competitive advantage. Javaheri et al. (2013) 

also showed a DM-based approach for target selection in response marketing. A 

unified theoretical framework for DM is given by Khan et al. (2013) in which they 

suggest clustering, classification trees and visualization techniques to support 

decision makers in marketing. 

Previous research shows that rapid information technology development greatly 

contributed the development of KM in today’s businesses and that integration of KM 

and DM mining could be a way to overcome the obstacles in efficient 

implementation of KM (Tsai, 2013). The integrative models of KM and DM are still not 

investigated enough in marketing decision support, which is a gap addressed in this 

paper.     
  

Methodology 
This section provides a brief overview of data and DM methods used in the research, 

as well as the description of suggested model for integrating DM based on ARs and 

NNs as a support in KM.  

 

Data 
Data from a transactional database of a retail store were used by a DM software 

tool (Statistica Datamining) to produce initial association rules that revealed 

customers’ shopping behaviour. The following input variables were used to describe 

the purchase: purchase date, receipt number, item code, and item name. The 

available customer characteristics were: gender, education level, marital status, 

and income category as categorical variables, in addition to number of kids, 

number of cars, age and home value as continuous variables.   

The dataset contained 14012 transactions which occurred during a one month 

period. After the pre-processing phase of data cleansing and filtering, where 

transactions containing some very rare items were excluded, 7006 transactions 

remained with 278 different items which have appeared on 3158 different 

customers’ receipts. In order to provide groups of items for the hierarchical ARs, we 

have grouped together items which represent the same type of product, but of a 

different manufacturer, packing, brand, net weight, or volume. The grouping 

procedure resulted with 38 large groups of items.  

 

Association rules methodology 
Association rules have shown their success in discovering unknown relationships in 

data, thus providing the basis for decisions in marketing, retail, education, and other 

areas. They were first introduced by Agrawal et al. (1993) who proposed this method 

for market-basket analysis. According to Liu et al. (2001) ARs can be described as 

follows. If  𝐼 = {𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚1, 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚2, … , 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑚} is a set of items, and D is a set of transactions 

(the dataset), where each transaction d is a set of items such that d ⊆ I, an 

association rule is an implication of the form X → Y, where X ⊂ I, Y ⊂ I, and X ∩ Y = ∅. 

The rule has a support s in D if s percent of transactions in D contains X ∪ Y. The rule X 

→ Y holds in the transaction set D with confidence c if c percent of transactions in D 

that support X also support Y. Given a set of transactions D (the dataset), the 

problem of mining ARs is to discover all relevant rules.  In ARs, any item can appear 

on the left-hand-side (called body or antecedent) or the right-handside of a rule 

(called head or consequent).  

The standard algorithm used in ARs is the apriori algorithm introduced by Agrawal, 

Srikant (1994). ARs in our experiments are generated by an improved algorithm 
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called the tree-building technique, which compresses a large database into a 

compact, Frequent-Pattern tree (FP-tree) structure (Lin et al, 2011). The advantage 

of this algorithm is in its speed, since it scans the whole database only once. It uses a 

divide-and-conquer approach, such that if first computes the frequent items and 

characterizes them in a tree called frequent-pattern tree. The FP-tree serves as a 

compressed database on which the AR mining is performed. Besides that, this 

algorithm does not require the candidate itemset generation, and is therefore more 

efficient than the apriori algorithm (Lin et al, 2011). Dissadvantage of FP-tree 

algorithm is in generating a large number of conditional FP trees recursively as a 

procedure of mining.   

ARs can be evaluated by different measures, usually divided to objective and 

subjective measures (Silberschatz, Tuzhilin, 1995). The basic objective measures are  

support s and confidence c (Chen et al., 2013). According to (Liao et al., 2009) for 

an association rule X → Y, s(X) or s(X∪Y) is used to represent the generality of the rule, 

and c(X→Y) is used to represent the reliability of the rule. Although in general, a rule 

with high generality and reliability is considered interesting, many authors emphasize 

that rules with low generality can sometimes have very high reliability and therefore, 

could be very interesting. In this paper, we combine objective and subjective 

approach, such that we use unexpectedness and actionability as subjective 

measures suggested by Silberschatz & Tuzhilin (1995), and also the confidence c as 

an objective measure, where we consider a rule with a minimal confidence of 40% 

as potentially interesting one. Silberschatz & Tuzhilin (1995) suggest a computational 

method for measuring unexpectedness based on the frequency of items (i.e. 

support), while in this paper we use heuristic estimations, where an expert manager 

estimates unexpectedness and actionability as binary values such that: 

 

ℎ𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 = {
0, 𝑖𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑟𝑢𝑙𝑒 𝑤𝑎𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑛 ℎ𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑠
1, 𝑖𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑟𝑢𝑙𝑒 𝑤𝑎𝑠 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑛 ℎ𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑠       

           (1) 

 

   ℎ𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 = {
0, 𝑖𝑓 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑠𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
1, 𝑖𝑓 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑎𝑛 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑠𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛       

                                    (2) 

 

where by the term „user“ we consider a sales or marketing department of the 

observed company, while the term „action“ denotes any marketing activity that 

could be made for increasing the sale of an itemset which construct a rule, such as 

discount, paired advertising, or other. In our experiments, the support s was selected 

in a cross-validation procedure such that different values of s were tested in order to 

find the value that is the most suitable for each of the tested models. Minimum s 

used to produce the rules ranged from 3% to 50%.  

 

Neural network methodology 
Artificial neural network (NN) as a DM method has been successfully used for both 

regression and classification type of problems in different areas (Paliwal and Kumar, 

2009). It aims to approximate the function between the input vector and the output, 

whereby it tests various linear and nonlinear functions in more layers of computation 

to achieve the minimum error or cost. Besides in predictive purposes, the NNs can be 

used for exploratory analysis to reveal the importance of predictors in a model. 

Some of the advantages of NNs are in its robustness, the ability to work with missing 

data, the ability to approximate any nonlinear mathematical function (Masters, 

1995), while the main limitations are in the possibility to achieve a local instead of the 

global minimum, and in their instability regarding the change of sample structure. 
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The most common type of NN was tested in this research - the multilayer perceptron 

(MLP), a feed forward network that is able to use various algorithms to minimize the 

objective function, such as backpropagation, conjugate gradient, and other 

algorithms.  

The input layer of a NN consists of n input units Rxi  , i=1,2,..., n, and randomly 

determined initial weights wi usually from the interval [-1,1]. Each unit in the hidden 

(middle) layer receives the weighted sum of all xi values as the input. The output of 

the hidden layer denoted as cy  is computed by:  









 



n

i

iic xwfy
1

                                                                    (3) 

where f is the activation function selected by the user, which can be logistic, 

tangent hyperbolic, exponential, linear, step or other (Masters, 1995). The most 

common, logistic (i.e. sigmoid) activation function is computed according to: 

i
i

xge
xf




1

1
)(                                                               (4) 

 

where g is the parameter defining the gradient of the function. The output is in the 

interval [0,1]. The output of a NN is compared to the actual output ya, and the local 

error ε is computed. The error is then used to adjust the weights of the input vector 

according to a learning rule, usually the Delta rule (Masters, 1995). The above 

process is repeated in a number of iterations (epochs), where the gradient descent 

or other algorithm is used to minimize the error. In order to produce probabilities in 

the output layer, a softmax activation function is added for classification purposes.  

The output of the NN model created for the purpose of identifying customer 

profiles consists of a binary variable (valued as 1 for the existence of purchase, and 0 

for the absence of purchase of a specific item or a set of items in a store identified 

as interesting by ARs).  In order to find the most efficient NN model, extensive tests 

were performed by varying learning algorithms (backpropagation and conjugate 

gradient), activation functions (sigmoid, tangens hyperbolic, exponential, and 

linear), the number of units in the hidden layer (from 1 to 20). A crossvalidation 

procedure was used to optimize the training time, as well as to find the optimal 

number of hidden units. The maximum number of training epochs was set to 1000. 

After the learning and testing phases, the NN model can be used to reveal which of 

the input characteristics of customers is important to predict its purchase. This is 

enabled by a sensitivity analysis, which is performed on the out-of-sample test data, 

resulting in the set of important predictors. The sensitivity analysis is performed in a 

way that the program changes the value of an input variable by a randomly 

selected percentage value (in the range of +-5%), remaining all other input variables 

the same, and observes the change of the model error. The sensitivity coefficient of 

each input variable presents the ratio of the average model error with changes of 

an examined input variable in relation to model error without changes of an 

examined input variable. The variable whose sensitivity ratio is above or equal 1 is 

found as an important predictor that improves the model, while the variable whose 

sensitivity ratio is below 1 is found not to be important for the model. Upon the results 

of the sensitivity analysis, a user is able to extract the important predictors, and also 

to do a-posteriori analysis of values of the predictors that lead to the purchase.  
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Integration of DM and KM (the DataKnow model)  
With the aim to provide more comprehensive description of integrating ARs and NNs 

into KM in marketing, we propose a model named the DataKnow, which is 

presented in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 

DataKnow Model of Integrating DM and KM in Marketing 

 

 
Source: Authors 

 

The suggested DataKnow model consists of two interconnected components: Data 

mining (DM), and Knowledge management (KM). The methodological activities in 

those components are represented in four phases. The activities are illustrated in 

ellipses in Figure 1, while their results, i.e. effects are represented in rectangles.  

The DM component consists of two phases. The Phase 1 or “WHAT” phase, aims to 

discover sets of items that are frequently bought together. Methods of DM 

appropriate for such task are ARs and related methods such as link analysis and 

sequence analysis. They all provide patterns in the form X → Y (If X then Y), where X 

⊂ I, Y ⊂ I and 𝑰 = {𝒊𝒕𝒆𝒎𝟏, 𝒊𝒕𝒆𝒎𝟐, … , 𝒊𝒕𝒆𝒎𝒎} is a set of items in a store. This activity is to 

be conducted by a business analyst or an expert in the area of data mining. The 

source of data for this component can be a local transactional database or a web-

based source that captures shopping behaviour in a web shop. The result of this first 

phase is a number of patterns (i.e. rules) that are generated by a DM tool. Due to a 

large size of transactional databases, the number of generated rules is usually also 

large, and requires additional filtering by using objective measures support s and 

confidence c, and subjective measures of unexpectedness and actionability 

estimated by heuristic expert knowledge to select the most interesting rules. The 

result of this component is a small set of interesting rules that are unexpected and 

confident, in the form:  
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𝑿𝒊 → 𝒀𝒋,  (𝒊, 𝒋 = 𝟏, 𝟐, … , 𝒏)                                                (5) 

where n is the number of the extracted itemsets. In order to enhance the sale of a 
consequent itemset 𝒀𝒋 it is crucial to see which customers buy their antecedents 𝑿𝒊. 

Therefore, we suggest that the antecedents 𝑿𝒊 are forwarded to the next phase to 

model the purchase of 𝑿𝒊. In that way the ARs are used as a pre-modelling 

technique to determine the output form of the NN model.  

The results of the first phase are forwarded to the second component: Phase 2 or 

“WHO” component which is aimed to answer the question of “Who is buying 

frequent itemsets that are identified in Phase 1?” i.e. to identify the profiles of 

customers who are likely to buy important itemsets. In order to identify customers’ 

profile, we suggest NN methodology. The NN model formulation adopted for 

identifying the profile of customers who bought frequent itemsets is: 

𝑃𝑋𝑖
= 𝑓(𝐶),   𝐶 ∈ 𝐴                                                        (6) 

where 𝑷𝑿𝒊
 is the binary output denoting Purchase of itemset Xi, C is a set of customer 

characteristics used as the set of input variables, and A is the total set of customer 

attributes available in the dataset. 

The procedure of NN modelling in this phase can be described by the following 

algorithm: 

(1) Open a dataset including data on purchase transaction, customer 

characteristics, such as age, gender, education level, home ownership, number 

of cars, number of kids, and other available descriptive variables, as well as some 

behavior variables (such as number of previous purchases, time between 

purchases, etc.). 

(2) Select customer descriptive and behavioral variables as input variables in the NN 

model. 

(3) From each AR extracted in Phase 1, take the antecedent 𝑿𝒊. 

(4) Use 𝑷𝑿𝒊
 as the output variable in the NN model, such that it has a binary response 

(0 if a customer i has bought the itemset 𝑿𝒊, and 0 otherwise). 

(5) Design the NN architecture (number of hidden units, activation functions, 

number of epochs, subsampling, and the objective measure – classification rate 

or other) and run the NN model (training, testing and validation). 

(6) Observe the NN accuracy on the validation subsample. If the accuracy is 

satisfactory (depending on the user needs), do the sensitivity analysis. 

(7) Select important predictors of purchase upon sensitivity analysis. 

(8) Scan the dataset in order to find the most frequent values of each predictor in 

cases when the purchase exists. Save the customer profile for this itemset 𝑿𝒊. 

(9) Repeat the procedure from Step (3) until all interesting antecedents X identified 

in Phase 1 are used in the output variable.  

The above algorithm results in extracted customer profiles for each of the interesting 

itemset X identified in Phase 1. For example, if an interesting itemset Xi is {milk, 

bread}, then the result of Phase 2 are the characteristics of customer who buy milk 

and bread together in this store (their age, gender, education level, home 

ownership, number of kids, number of cars, etc.). The obtained profiles can be used 

to plan marketing activities for each itemset Xi. 

The second component is the Knowledge management (KM) aimed to extract 

knowledge from the results obtained in the previous DM component. It is called 

Phase 3 or the “KNOW” phase, and contains two main groups of activities: (1) 

sharing interesting patterns and customers’ profiles with employees, and (2) 

collecting new ideas, ranking, and selecting ideas that have a potential to be 

transformed into new marketing strategies. The main function of this phase is to 
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achieve visibility of knowledge extracted from the previous phase to all employees 

(or to a set of employees involved in knowledge management), and to enable 

them to actively participate in generating new marketing strategies. Those activities 

could be technologically supported by a web-based knowledge management 

system. The user interactivity in this phase includes examining extracted interesting 

patterns, as well commenting on each pattern and customer’s profiles, raising a 

question, answering a question, brainstorming for generating new ideas for 

marketing, rating, and ranking the suggested ideas. This phase actually contributes 

creating and updating a knowledge base of an organization.  

The last phase of the model is Phase 4 or “HOW” phase, and it is focused on 

generating new marketing strategies leaded by marketing managers and sale 

managers, but also including other employees. In this component, it is important to 

use the ideas extracted in the KM component, and formulate new strategies, mainly 

focused on the following types of marketing innovative strategies identified by 

European Commision (2012): (1) new media or techniques for product promotion, 

(2) new methods for product placement or sales channels, and (3) new methods of 

pricing goods or services. The effects of this phase should increase the sale, cross-

selling index and competitiveness of the company. They should also serve as a 

feedback to other model components in order to improve their efficiency. In order 

to test the model efficiency, an illustrative example of model usage is conducted 

and described.  

 

Results – Illustrative example 
Phase 1 (WHAT) - ARs were used as a DM method suitable for discovering patterns in 

shopping behaviour, i.e. market basket analysis. After experimenting with different 

values of support s and confidence c (values ranged from 3% to 50%), the following 

parameters were selected as best-suited according to the variety of generated 

rules: minimal support coefficient s = 10%, minimal confidence coefficient c= 10%. 

The total number of 36 ARs were extracted as significant, while the first 9 rules with 

confidence c larger than 50% are presented in Table 1. The symbolic representation 

of rules X → Y is used in all tables. ARs that satisfy all three suggested criteria of 

interestingness (confidence min. 50%, heuristic unexpectedness, and heuristic 

actionability) are bolded. The notation of items in Table 1 is the following:  X1 = towel, 

Y1 = bag, X2 = tuna, Y2 = dough, X3 = cream, Y3 = toilet paper, X4 = toilet paper, Y4 = 

cheese, X5 = milk, Y5 = towel, X6 = yogurt, Y6 = yogurt, X7 = dough, Y7 = milk, Y8 = bread. 
 

Table 1. First Nine Association Rules Generated in the WHAT component (min. s=10%, 

min c=50%) 

Source:  Authors  

Rule 

ID 
Rule 

Objective measures Heuristic evaluation of human expert 

Support (%) 
Confidence 

(%) 
Unexpectedness Actionability 

1  X1 → Y1 11,11111 80,00000 0 1 

2  X2 → Y2 9,25926 71,42857 1 1 

3  X1 → Y3 9,25926 66,66667 1 1 

4  X3 → Y4 15,74074 60,71429 0 1 

5  X4 → Y5 9,25926 58,82353 1 1 

6  X5 → Y6 20,37037 51,16279 0 1 

7  X6 → Y7 20,37037 51,16279 0 1 

8  X3 → Y6 12,96296 50,00000 0 1 

9  X7 → Y8 10,18519 50,00000 0 1 
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Since it would be difficult to plan marketing strategies based on 20 different 

patterns, it is necessary to evaluate those patterns by using subjective measures of a 

human expert. After such heuristic evaluation according to the criteria of heuristic 

unexpectedness and heuristic actionability, only two rules: X2 → Y2 (if tuna than 

dough) and X1 → Y3 (if towel than toilet paper) satisfy all three criteria used in this 

research (confidence >= 50%, positive unexpectedness, and actionability), therefore 

those rules can be considered as highly interesting ones. The rule X2 → Y2 is the most 

interesting one, since it has a very high confidence (71,43%) revealing a high 

probability that a customer will buy the itemset Y2 if it buys X2, and it is also positively 

evaluated by the expert in terms of heuristic unexpectedness and actionability. The 

support of this rule is not high (9.26%) revealing that item pairs that have a low 

frequency could have a high probability and therefore be interesting for decision 

makers. This rule was also a surprising one to the management of the observed store. 

The highest confidence (80%) with a support of 11.11% is obtained for the rule X1 → 

Y1, which was not surprising, and therefore not selected as interesting one. The rule X1 

→ Y3 also shows a high confidence (66.67%) in spite of a low support (9.26%), and is 

also unexpected and therefore selected as another interesting rule for further 

analysis.  

The results of the AR method show that the extracted rules were large in quantity, 

but the quality of rules was not high since there were many rules with a very small 

support in the dataset. Also, majority of rules were not unexpected and actionable, 

which is the reason that a very small number of rules were selected as interesting 

ones after the human expert evaluation.  

 

Phase 2 (WHO) -  NN model is created on the basis of the AR results. The 9-step 

algorithm described in section 3.3 is used to generate the most successful NN model. 

Since there are two extracted rules in Phase 1 (X2 → Y2 and X1 → Y3), only two NN 

models will be created in this phase: 

o NN model 1 – with the purchase of X2 itemset as the output variable PX 

o NN model 2 – with the purchase of X1 itemset as the output variable PX 

In both NN models, the set of input variables C consists of 8 available customer 

characteristics. For the purpose of creating NN models, values for the input variables 

were software-generated. The total sample was randomly divided into train (70% of 

data), test (15% of data) and validation subsample (15% of data). Three activation 

functions were used, and the model which uses tangens hyperbolic activation 

function is selected as the most efficient one, because it contains a lower number of 

hidden units. The results of NN model 1 are presented in Table 2. 

 

Table 2 

Results of NN Model 1  

NN Architecture 
Activation 

Function 

Classification Accuracy Obtained on the 

Validation Sample (%) 

1 (PX=1) 0 (PX=0) 
Total Classification 

Rate 

18-14-2 
Tangens 

Hyperbolic 
100.00 98.59 98.73 

Source: Authors 

 

It can be seen in Table 2 that the total classfication rate obtained on the validation 

sample is 98.73%, meaning that the NN model correctly classifies 98.73% of customers 

into a correct category of purchase. The NN model is more accurate for the 

category 1 (which denotes the existance of purchase of itemset X), than for the 
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category 0 (which denotes the absence of purchase of itemset X). Considering such 

a high accuracy, it can be concluded that the NN methodology produces a 

satisfactory model. 

Following the step (7) of the algorithm described in previous section, important 

predictors of purchase are to be selected by sensitivity analysis. The sensitivity 

coefficients of selected predictors are presented in Figure 2: 

 

Figure 2 

Sensitivity Coefficients of the NN Model 1 

 
Source: Authors 

 

It can be seen that the highest influence on purchasing itemset X2 is obtained by the 

education level, then marital status, gender, and income, while other variables, such 

as age, home values, number of cars, and number of kids have significantly lower 

influence to the model accuracy, although their influence is positive. The next step 

of the algorithm for discovering the customers’ profile is to scan the dataset in order 

to find the most frequent values of each predictor in cases when the purchase exists.  

In this a-posterior analysis of each input predictor with the selection of only 

category of PX=1, the following customers' profile for customers of who purchased 

the itemset X is obtained: 

o Gender=”female” for 64% of customers who purchased the itemset X. 

o The most frequent category of Education level is “5” (college of university level) 

(39.87%). 

o The most frequent category of Marital status=”single” (34.17%). 

o The most frequent category of Income level = “middle” (44.63%). 

o Number of kids = 0  (mode value). 

o Number of cars =  1 (mode value). 

o Age = 30 (mode value). 

o Home value = 173200 HRK(mode value). 

 

Therefore, the typical customer who most frequently buys itemset X2 is a single 

female aged 30, has a college or university degree,  a middle level income, has one 

car, no children, and its home value is about 173200 HRK. The procedure of 

identifying customers’ profile can be repeated for all interesting antecedents X 

identified in Phase 1 (i.e. for the itemset X1).The marketing managers could use the 

extracted customers’ profiles in generating new ideas about their marketing 

strategies in the KM system, which is the next component of the DataKnow model.  
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Phase 3 (KNOW) - The activities in the KM component: (1) sharing interesting patterns 

with employees, and (2) generating new ideas, ranking, and selecting ideas, can be 

implemented by a KM software tool. A number of such tools are available today, 

and the choice should be dependent of the functionalities needed and the 

affordable cost. For the purpose of testing the proposed model, the list of features 

should include the following abilities: to add an article (i.e. document) and 

workspace, to share the articles and workspaces, to collaborate, to comment an 

article, to pose questions, to answer questions, to rate (or rank) documents and 

comments, and brainstorming. Additional functionalities that are desirable are the 

ability to create blogs, wikis, and share applications. Such knowledge sharing is able 

to contribute organizational learning and generate some new ideas on marketing 

strategies that could be made upon extracted unusual patterns. 

 

Phase 4 (HOW) - The new marketing strategies that could be generated in the last, 

HOW component of the model include for example the following: 

o new techniques for promoting itemset Xi by enabling a customer to virtually use it 

and give some extra advices on usage together with itemset Yj 

o new ways to place itemset Xi in relation to itemset Yj on a shell or in a web or 

mobile store application, 

o new methods of pricing goods or services of itemset Xi together with itemset Yj  

The new marketing strategies could be based on web 2.0 and web 3.0 concepts 

that enable customer interaction, individual custom design of products or 

promotions, etc.   

 

Discussion  
The results show a high potential of the suggested integrative DataKnow model in 

generating new marketing strategies. The suggested DataKnow model consists of (1) 

DM component for discovering patterns of shopping behavior and customer profiles, 

and (2) KM component for sharing patterns and extracting knowledge that will assist 

in generating new ideas for marketing strategies. In the DM component, ARs 

generated two interesting patterns of shopping behavior which were used in the NN 

model to identify profiles of customers that buy those frequent items. The 

experimental research showed that the combination of objective and subjective 

measures in extracting ARs could be efficient way to include marketing managers as 

active participants of a knowledge managements system. A high total accuracy of 

the NN model (97.73%) in recognizing customers who are likely to purchase a 

frequent itemsets is very promising. The NN methodology is able to incorporate 

extracted rules and give deeper insight into customer profiles.  The suggested model 

enables all involved employees to use the extracted patterns and customer profiles 

as triggers for new ideas in defining creative marketing strategies in the KM 

component of the model. 

If implemented by the management, the model could result with a higher cross-

selling index and higher customer satisfaction. The model could influence marketing 

by enabling systematic support for generating new knowledge from the data about 

customer purchases through organizational learning by revealing unexpected 

patterns in customer behavior.  
 

Conclusion 
The aim of the paper was to suggest a model that will integrate data mining based 

on association rules and neural networks in knowledge management such that it 
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generates new marketing strategies. Association rules were used as a data mining 

method to discover which products are frequently purchased together or 

sequentially by the same customer. In order to extract interesting rules that are 

confident, but also unexpected and actionable to the user, an integration of 

objective measures and heuristic subjective evaluation of human expert is proposed 

and tested. The results showed that such procedure is able to generate few 

interesting rules. The itemsets extracted in the most interesting rules are used in the 

second phase to create the output variable of the neural network model. The results 

showed that the NN model successfully finds which customer characteristics are 

important predictors of a purchase, and is able to reveal the profiles of customers 

who are likely to buy an itemset. The extracted association rules, together with 

customer profiles can be used in a knowledge management (KM) system to 

generate new strategies in marketing.  

Since this is a preliminary research, the paper has some limitations, such as a 

single dataset used to illustrate the model efficiency. The future studies should focus 

on including more datasets in order to achieve model generalization, and on testing 

additional data mining methods, such as support vector machines and others. 

Further limitations of the modelling procedure are in selection of experts and their 

human judgement in extracting association rules, which can be time-consuming 

and subject to mistakes, therefore should be dealt in future research. Also, other 

dimensions of the knowledge management  component should be analyzed that 

are not based only upon customer profiles and shopping patterns.   

The research could be useful to marketing and retail managers to improve the 

process of their decision making in order to generate more innovative marketing 

and therefore competitive advantage of a company, as well to researchers in the 

area of marketing modelling. 
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